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Abstract-l
Although body ice content is an important variable affecting
freeze tolerance, present
calorimetric methods for its.measurementnecessariiyrequire the
terminatioi of a-freezing protocol.
2' A simple iterative model, based on the colligative properties
of solutions and requiring precise
measurem€ntsof only equilibrium freezingpoint (of the unfiozen
organism)
;i.;..
body temfoiature,
allows.estimation of the percentageof body waier frozen-at any
"nd a freezing
time during
episode.
3' This model can-also predict the-lethai temperature_for a ti..t-rru
that death
o-ccursdue to osmotic dehydration when 670/o(or any other known
".i"ii.r.,'assuming
leihal ir";t;;l
of the b-odywater is
lrozen.
4' The basic model is easilyextendedto evaluatethe effectsofvariables
such as: body mass,initial body
water content, initial osmotic concentration, and test chamber
microenuironmeni.
5' This model is not intended to supplant existing more exact biophysical
models of freezing kinetics.
Rather it is proposed as a first approximation whici is generally ,uppoit.a
uv pruiln.o data and which
should be of significant pracrical value for investigatori of freeze
iot..uni ;;gil;;r.
Key word Index'.Fteezing model; freeze tolerance; ice content;
supercooling;

INTRODUCTION
Although any degreeof tissuefreezingis damaging or
lethal for most organisms, some species ha-ve the
remarkable ability to tolerate the lreezing of an
appreciable portion of their extracellular bod-ywater.
Freezing tolerance has long been recogniz.d in ..._
tain terrestrial arthropods and intertidal molluscs
(seeZachariassen,1985;Loomis, l9g7; Cannon and
Block. 1988; Storey and Storey, lggg for recenr
reviews). More recently, freeze tolerance has been
well documented in a number of amphibians and
reptiles(e.g. Lotshaw. 1977;Schmid, l9g2; Costanzo
et al..1988: Storey er a/., 1988:Claussen,,t ot.,1990;
Costanzo and Claussen.1990).
Most ectotherms will remain unlrozen as they are
progressivelycooled to below rheir equilibrium ireez_
ing point (FP.o) until some limit to supercooling(the
crystallizationtemperature. ?".) is reached(Fig. l).
Their body temperarure rvill subsequentlyrebJund.
as a result of ice nucleation,to a iemperature(the
rebound temperature,i.,) which, at leasi for larei or
moderate sized ectotherms,is near to, but sliihtlv
below, their FP.o. This abrupt rise in temperaiuri
due to the liberation of the heat of lusion, .ep.esents
the onset ol the exotherm and is a clear indicationol
the initiation of lreezins.
The terminology urJd to describe freezing processesis rather inconsistent.Someauthors have used
"melting point" to avoid the apparentlyanomalous
situation in which an organism ,emain, unfrozen
below its equilibrium freezingpoint. This, however,is
not accuratefor those speciesshowing thermal hysteresis(in which the melting point is not the sameas
the freezingpoint). Many authors have used..suDercooling Iimit" or. more commonly. .'supercooiing

cold tolerance;calorimetrv

point" to describe that temperature at which ice
nucleation occurs. However, supercooling is actually
a processand there is no unique '.supercoolingpoint;'
for a given solution. The alternative term ..ci italliz_
ation temperature" is technically more correct and
has been adopted for our model.
Cellular osmotic dehydration is believed to be a
primary factor contributing to the death of freeze_
tolerant animals (Mazur, 1984). As body tissues
progressively freeze, the water is removed as ice
and the remaining extracellular fluid becomesincreasingly concentrated. Intracellular water is removed
osmotically and eventuallya lethal limit of cellular
dehydration is reached. For several species, this
occurs when about 670/oof the total body water has
frozen (Williams, 1970; Lee and Lewis, l-9g5;review
by Storey and Storey, 1988).Body ice conrentis thus
an important variable for predictingthe ability of an
animal to survive a given freezing episode. Calor_
lmetry can be used to determine ice content with the
aid.of appropriate equations as developedby Murphy
and Pierce(1975) and Lee and Lewis (19d5).These
procedures. however. necessarilyrequire the termlnation o[ the freezing protocol. Also, ihey subject the
speclmen to very rapid warming, which could affect
survivorship and thus estimatesof mortality due to
freezing per se.
Observations on the freezing time-coursesof the
garter snake, Thamnophis sirlalrs (Costanzo et al.,
1988)stimulated our interestin the dynamicsof the
lreezing process. This led to the evolution of an
iterativemodel basedon the colligativepropertiesof
solutionsand on the assumptionof a dyna.ic equilibrium among three variables:ice content,core body
temperature of the freezing organism, and elapsed
time. Although the componentthysical relationships
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dynamic relationshipbetweentime, temperatureand
ice content. As new ice forms, the osmotic concentration ol the remainingextracellularfluid increases.
This reducesthe equilibrium melting point of the
as yet unfrozen fluid, which, so long as new ice is
being formed, will approximate the temperature of
the solution or the core body temperature of the
ectotherm.
At any given time, x, during the formation of new
ice, ice content can be estimated as
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where F: the percentageof the body water lrozen,
FP.o representsthe equilibrium freezing point of the
for an ectotherm.In
Fig. l. A typicalfreezingtime-course
original unfrozen organism, and Ir representssoluthis hypotheticalexample,an animal,with an initial body
tion or body temperature at time x. As noted above,
point
(lo)
freezing
an
equilibrium
0"C
and
of
temperature
-1.6"C.
?", is equivalent to the equilibrium lreezing point of
-0.5-C,
The
at
(FP"")of
is placedin a chamber
the remaining fluid compartment, but will differ from
from the time ?"0drops below FP*
animal is supercooled
(?'") is reachedat time FP,o. FP,o can be determined empirically (except in
temperature
until the crystallization
10. The abrupt onset of freezingproducesthe rebound rare instancesof thermal hysteresis)by determining,
temperature(f,) which marks the start of the exotherm. with slow warming, the temperature at which the last
Chamber temperatureis essentiallyequivalentto equi- ice crystal ol a previously lrozen specimenmelts, or,
(7.).
librium body temPerature
can be more practically estimated lrom the osmotic
concentration of the extracellular fluid ol an unfrozen
are well known, we have integrated theseinto a novel animal. It is again important to note that the rebound
model which allows continuous estimation of ice temperature (7.) oi a previously supercooled organcontent throughout the time-course of an uninter- ism does not equal (but rather will always be lower
rupted freezingepisode.We develop the model below, than) FP.o and should not be used as an accurate
and we lurther extend it to predict the nature of
estimate of this parameter.
the lreezing time-course and the duration of freeze
Equation (2) alone is sufficientfor the estimation of
tolerance. and to examine the effects of various the ice content of a freezing organism. Conversely, if
parameters on freezing responses.Finally, we test .F and FP.o are known, the relationship
our model with available published data and we
(3)
?"_: l00FP.oi(100- r)
consider its advantagesand short-comings. Though
complex
and
not intended to replace more exact
will estimate the equilibrium temperature associated
biophysical descriptions of freezing kinetics, this with a given ice content. For example, if one assumes
simple model is revealed as a good and practical that 67oh of body water frozen representsthe lethal
estimator of the ice content of freezingectotherms. limit, then the body temperature of a freezing animal
yielding this degree o[ ice formation at equilibrium
equals 3FP"o.
METHODS
In order tb extend the model to incorporate time,
The equilibrium freezing point (FP.o) of a one both the capacity ol the cooling systemto extract heat
osmolal (Osm) solution is -1.86"C. Inasmuch as and the actual cooling rate of the organism within
freezing point depression is one of the colligative that system must be considered.The tendency of an
properties of a solution, there is a simple relationship organism to lose heat to the cooling system depends
between FP.u and osmotic concentration. A 0.5 Osm upon the gradient betweenthe core body temperature
solution will thus freeze at -0.93'C, or, more of the animal and the equilibrium temperature of the
generally.
cooling bath or chamber. For the sake of simplicity.
we assumea linear approximation of heat loss based
(l)
C,lC-: FP,qiT.
on the lamiliar "Newton's Law of Cooling" (e.g.see
where C,: initial osmoticconcentration,C*: osmotic Bakken et al.. 1981\, or that
concentration at some later time, x, during a freezing
(4)
CR.:9P,17,- T')l(7,- FP"J
freezingpoint of the ongepisode,FP.o: gqu1116rium
where CR, : the cooling rate (e.9. degreesper hour)
inal solution or organism, and ?"' : temperature of
of the body when at temperature I., CR, : the initial
the solution (or organism) at time x.
The conversion of water to ice liberates an appre- cooling rate (e.g. the rate prior to freezing when body
ciable amount of heat. At any given time, so long temperature: ^FP.o),and1".: equilibrium body temas substantial amounts of unfrozen fluid remain perature (e.g. temperature of the cooling bath or
available.there will be an equilibrium between the chamber.
The cooling potential for a given organism,
formation of additional ice with the coincidentproduction of heat, and progressiveloss of heat to the expressedas calories removed per unit time, is a
cooler environment.The amount of ice that can be function of the cooling rate times the mass of the
formed at any given time is limited by the cooling organism in question. For a freezing animal, one
capacity of the system.Excessice formation would must alsoconsiderthe ice vs water compositionof the
generateexcessheat which would in turn melt exist- organism,sincethe specificheat of ice (0.5cal g-r; is
ing ice. As freezing commences, we thus observe a hatf that of water. Fortunately. these values are
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almost constantover the temperaturerangesof major
biological interest(seeSpaargaren,1984).One must
in addition consider both the specinc heat of the
unlrozen water (i.e. 1.0cal g-r) and of the dry mass
of the organism (typically about 0.3 cal g-'; Layne
and Lee, 1987a).Therefore,
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venlent,but it is also a quite arbitrary end point with
no biological significance.As our model ciearly suggests(seebelow), ice formation and, hence.continued
releaseof heat of fusion, may continue well past this
point. We prefer to view the exothermas continuins
so long as any appreciableamount of heat is beini
produced due to the formation of ice within thi
CP*:6'p*M((r4/(F
+ 100)/10,000)
organism.We realize,however,that the termination
+ (r00- w)130)(5) of the exotherm is accordingly not sharply defined.
The nature of the freezing process is not clearly
Where CP, : the cooling potential for a given freezperceived by many biologists. Some believe that the
ing animal at a body temperature7,, W : the water
complete freezing of a supercooledorganism is virtucontent of the organism (expressedas a oh), M : the
ally instantaneous upon nucleation. This may be
mass of the animal in grams, and 30 : the specific
approximately true for very small organisms, superheat of the dry mass (here assumedto be 0.30) times
cooled to an appreciable degree,and subjected to a
r00.
high cooling potential. It is not true, however, for
As discussedabove, the cooling potential dictates
most systemsas demonstrated by our model and as
the rate of formation of new ice. The tendencyto cool
clearly shown by the excellent studies of Lee and
(lose heat) over time is balancedby the heat of fusion
Lewis (1985) and of Layne and Lee (1987a).These
from the formation of ice. Since the heat of fusion
authors, in contrast, suggested that ice formation
r,
representsabout 80 cal g
the amount of new ice (in proceedsgradually
over time in a regular curvilinear
grams) formed per unit time will approximate
fashion. This may be a reasonableempirical approx-CP"/80. Specifically, if W total warer content as a
imation but, as we will argue below, this view is also
percentageof body mass, then
inaccurate. in part because it ignores the initial
N: 10,000(cP.i80)l(w
(6) "burst" of ice formation associatedwith the onset of
M)
the exotherm. This initial ice formation resultsin the
where N : new ice lormed as a percentageoforiginal
rebound temperature (f.). Salt (1964) argued that ?n.
water content. This new ice will combine with already has no biological significance.
We disagree.
existing ice to generate a new value for .F. This, in
The initial surge of ice formation obviously conturn, will determine a new equilibrium temperature tributes to total ice content. It
is thus important to
[equation (3)j. The new temperarure will modify the incorporate this lactor into a freezing response
cooling gradient [equation (a)]. and hence the cooling
model. One way to estimate initial ice production
potential [equation (5)], which will in turn influence would be to multipty
the heat of fusion (calories
the rate ol formation of still additional ice [equation degree-') by the degree rise in
body temperature
(6)1. The freezing time-course model thus involves associated with
ice nucleation (i.e. the difference
iteration of theseinter-related factors.We have devel- between T, and T,). Such value
a
would probably
oped a microcomputer(BASIC) program to facilitate always be an underestimate,however.
since it does
thesecomputations.
not account lor the additional heat of fusion dissiCore body temperature will change over time as pated to the cooling environment
and thus not condescribedby equation(3), bur. ifthe cooling potential tributing to the rise in core
body temperature. A
is modest and the increasein ice content is slow, the better estimate can be derived
from the difference
temperatureof the organismmay remainon a plateau between FP"o and i",
[equation (3) where T,:7,f.
for a prolonged period of time.
This is the method used in our model and is the basis
To complete the model, we have incorporatedthe for our contention that j"" indeed
has biolosical
pre-freezingcooling curve (from FP.o to ?".), which is significance.
basedon equation (4). The 1".,however,was arbitrarThe describedfreezingresponsesof organismsvary
ily selectedfrom reported rangesand does not, in our
considerably.Although most organisms,especially
present model, affect the freezing time-course.
small ones, supercool to an appreciabledegree,some
For illustrative purposes,we use typical data for
freezewith little or no supercooling.Some animals
freezing garter snakes in much of the discussion exhibit an abrupt risein
temperatureupon nucleation
to follow: M:50 g, water content 75oh, FP,q:
but then almost immediatelyresumecooling. Others
-0.55'C, f,: -0.65'C. ?".: -2.5"C, 1".: - 1.4"C
show a very prolonged plateau after nucleation which
(Costanzo et al., 1988).
may last lor hours or even days. Our model suggests,
however,that much of this variation is due simply to
the massof the organismand the cooling capacityof
RESLLTS,{NDDISCUSSION
the systemutilized.
As noted above, the rebound temperature (2,),
resulting from ice nucleation and the onset of freez- Cooling potential
rng, may approximate the equilibrium freezingpoint
Cooling potentialmarkedly affectsthe shapeof the
(FP"u) but will always be somewhatlower [equatron freezingtime-course
[Fig. 2(A)]. At high cooling rates
(3)l due to the formation of some ice. 7. should not
(e.g. 1.0'/min), there is little evidenceol a plateau,
be used as an estimateoi FP-^.
and the organism will quickly cool to equilibrium
The term "exotherm" has be'enused inconsistently chamber temperature. This is very similar to the
in the Iiterature. Some authors consider that the freezing responsesreported for certain invertebrates
exotherm ends when the now partially frozen animal (e.g. compare with Fig. I of Murphy and Johnson,
has cooled back down to its I.. This may be con1980, and of Block et al., 1988).At lower cooling
TB | 5 l-4-{
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(1987a), though a reasonable empirical approximation, is probably not correct.
Our model indicates that the relationship between
ice content and body temperature is markedly curvilinear and is independentof cooling rate [Fig. 2(C)].
For a typical garter snake, the model predicts a 67%
ice content (the value lethal lor many animals) at a
body temperatureof -1.65'C. This is in excellent
agreementwith preliminary data on the lower lethal
temperature for freezing snakes (Costanzo et al.,
l 988).
Data appropriate for testing our model are sparse.
Values extracted from Williams (1970) are perhaps
the best available for testing certain ofthese predicted
relationships. Data for the subtidal clam, Venus
mercenaria, agree quite well with the ice contents
predicted by our model at the specifiedbody temperatures [Fig. 3(A)]. In contrast, the data for the intertidal mussel, Mytilus edulis, do not. Williams (1970)
attributed this interspecificdifferencein ice content at
a given temperature to the fact that about 20oh of the
cellular water ol M. edulis is bound or osmotically
inactive (referred to as unlreezable water by Storey
and Storey, 1988). We accordingly modified our
model to incorporate any desired level of bound
water. This essentiallyinvolved modifying equations
(2) and (3) by substituting for 100 (the percentageof
freezablebody water) the value (100-8), where
B : the percentageofthe water bound. The resulting
line for 20% bound water indeed fits the Mytilus data
reasonably well [Fig. 3(A)]. Our model further predicts [Fig. 3(B)] that early stagesof ice formation are
relatively independent of the percentage of water
bound, but that organisms with more bound water
will actually cool faster during a freezing episode
[Fig. 3(C)]. This presumably results from the more
rapid depletion of water available for freezing (and
hence for the generation of heat of lusion to counter
body cooling). Empirical data for testingthesepredictions appear to be lacking at present.
Body mass

o

20

40

60

80

ohFrczen
Fig. 2. The effects of cooling rate (CR) on the freezing
responsesof hypothetical 50 g ectotherms. In this, as in
other figures, the units of time, though arbitrary, are
consistent within each figure. Changing the units has no
effect other than to expand or compress the curves. Water
content, FPq, 7", ?'., and chamber temperature were set at
7 5 % , - 0 . 5 5 , - 1 . 4 , - 0 . 6 5 a n d - 2 . 5 " C r e s p e c t i v e l yi n t h i s
and in all subsequentfigures, except as noted.

rates(e.9.0.1"/min),thereis a distinctplateaucomparableto that reportedlor freezetolerantlrogsand
reptiles(Schmid,1982;Storey,1985;Layneand Lee,
1987a;Costanzoet al., 1988;Claussen
et al., 1990:
Costanzoand Claussen,
1990).
Accordingto our model[Fig. 2(B)],the rateof new
iceformationis approximatelylinear(aftertheinitial
surgeat nucleation)at low to moderateice content,
but clearlynon-linearas maximalice contentfor a
givensystemis approached.
The smoothcurvilinear
increase
in icecontentovertime presumedby Leeand
Lewis (1985)and especiallyby Layne and Lee

Body mass is another factor which can markedly
influence the time-course of a freezing response.
Using a 50 g garter snakeas a "standard". we assume
that the instantaneous coolin_erate at the FP.o will
vary with body mass-0rr(seeClaussenand Art, l98l
for derivation). Equation (4) was modified accordingly, and this, of course. also affectsequations(5)
and (6). Not surprisingly,the data [Fig. a(A)] indicate
that the effectsofbody mass,for a systemofconstant
cooling capacity, are essentiall)'identical to the effects
olvarying cooling capacity,for a constantbody mass
(Fig. 2). It is noteworthy that, for a given cooling
system,the relationshipbetweenice contentand body
temperature[Fig. a(B)] is independentof body mass.
Equation (2) may thus be used for organismsof any
size.
An ectotherm exposedto !ery low ambient temperatures will necessarily experience the effects of
a steep gradient between body temperature and
chamber equilibrium temperature.This remainstrue
even if the animal is insulated to lessenthe cooling
rate. Our model reveals [Fi_e.4(C)] that bath or
chamber temperature,lor a fixed initial cooling rate,
has only a modest effect upon the initial plateau
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Fig. 3. A testof the modelusingdarafrom Williams(1970).
In A, the body temperatures
(l.o) of Mytilus edulis and
Venusmercenarlcare plottedin relationto the percentage
of their body waterfrozen.The data for V. mercenaria
aid
M. edulisagreequite well with the modelpredictedcurves
for 0 and 207oboundwaterrespectively.
In B, the predicted
time-courses
of iceformationwith andwithoutboundwater
are compared,and, in C, the cooling curvesduring the
exothermare comoared.
portion of the cooling curve. The plateaucan thus be
maintained for a period of time, evenat very low bath
temperatures,so long as adequateamounts of body
water remain unfrozen.
Bod)' x,ater content
Up to this point, our modelling has assumeda
unilorm body water content of i5oh. The warer
contents of ectotherms, however. often varv seasonally in response to changing physiological and
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Fig. 4. The effectsof body mass(A and B) or chamber
temperature
(C) on freezingresponses
of ectotherms.
environmental conditions, and, during winter, may
be either greater or lower than before. Water content
can easily be manipulated in our model by changing
the value for W in equation (6). The results[Fig. 5(A)]
reveal that, everything else being equal, dehydrated
animals cool more rapidly (due presumably to a
quicker depletion of freezable water [Fig. 5(B)] accompanied by a reduction in specificheat) and exhibit
less of a freezing plateau as a consequenceof their
lower water content. Initial water content does not,
however, affect the relationship between body temperature and ice content.
We have also assumed,until now, fixed equilibrium
lreezing point (FP"o) and rebound temperatures(2,).
The difference between these temperaturesis indicative of the initial surge of ice formition and thus does
affect the post-nucleation cooling rate [Fig. 5(C)].
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F i g . 5 . The effects of variable water content (A and B) or rebound temperature (C and D) on freezing
r e s p o n s e so t e c t o t h e r m s .

Both the rate of new ice formation aJier the initial
surge [Fig. 5(D)] and the relationshipbetweenbody
temperatureand ice content are essentiallyindependent of rebound temperature(and thus ol the nucleation zurge). The difference between FP.o and 7. rs
undoubtedly influencedby the degreeof supercooling, but the data needed to incorporate fully the Z.
into our model are not availableat Dresent.

arthropods can accumulate remarkable amounts of
cryoprotective solutes and can tolerate lreezing at
very low body temperatures.Salt (1964) has reported
glycerol concentrations as high as 5 M in certain
overwintering insects. Together with other solutes,
their osmoticconcentrationmust thus equal,at least,
a remarkable 5300mOsm, which means they would
reach 6'7oh ice content only at a body temperature
approaching- 30"C! The accumulationof additional
Osmotic concentration
solute will thus, by itsell. lower the temperature at
Thus far. we have noted several factors (cooling which a critical level of ice will form. Some of the
rate, bath temperature,body mass, water content) action of these cryoprotective substancesappears to
which fail to affect the fundamental relationship be primarily colligative, though this is clearly not all
between body temperature and ice content. One that is involved (see Layne and Lee, 1987a;Storey
factor which does.however,have a substantialinflu- and Storey, 1988).
ence is initial osmotic concentration.Osmotic conAlthough we indicated earlier that initial water
centration affects both the time-coursepattern of
content has no effect on the temperature vs ice
freezing [Fig. 6(.4)] and the rate of new ice lormation
contentrelationship,this was basedon the unrealistic
[Fig. 6(B)]. More importantly, the body temperature assumption that osmotic concentration is indepenin equilibrium with a given ice content varies with dent ol water content. Actually, pre-freezing dehyinitial solute concentration [Fig. 6(C)]. An animal dration may tend to increasethe rate of body cooling
with an initial concentration of 200 mOsm would [Fig. 5(A)] but the correspondingincreasein initial
reach67oh ice content at - l.l2'C. whereasanimals osmoticconcentrationmay also lower the body temwith initial concentrations of 300 and 600 mOsm perature at which lethal lreezing occurs [Fig. 6(C)].
would reach this level of lreezing only at body The interaction between pre-freezing dehydration
temperaturesof -1.67 and -3.35'C respectively.
A
and post-freezingosmotic dehydration needs adtypical subtidal marine invertebrate,with an initial ditional study.
osmotic concentrationolapprox. 1000mOsm. would
cool to about -5.6 C before reaching a 67oh rce M icroenuironment
content. Thus. lreezetolerancein some marine ectoThe microenvironmentof a lreezingorganismcan
therms is achievedat lorv body temperatures,even markedly affect the freezing time-course (Layne and
without the aid of cryoprotectants.Many terrestrial Lee, 1987b; Costanzo and Claussen. unoublished
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envlronmentby the heat of fusion. Not surprisingly,
increasedinsulationtendsto prolong the plateauand
ma-rkedlyextendsthe period of ice formation, thereby
deferring the attainment of a lethal ice content.
Added insulation, however, does not affect the
basic relationshipbetweenbody temperatureand ice
conten!.
We are clearly not the first to recognizethe interaction betweenosmotic concentratio; and temoera!yfe ior a freezing solution. Many authors (e.g.
Williams, 1970; Zachariassen, 1979; Rubinskv and
Cravalho, 1984) have evaluared this relationship.
Zachariassen(1979)evenpresentedan equationfrom
which, with the incorporation of our equation (l),
equations (2) and (3) can be derived. He actually
made only an empirical associationbetween ice content and temoerature, however. Zachariassen(1979)
graphically estimatedice content at -7.7'C for an
N a C l s o l u t i o n( F P , , 4 : - l . l ' C ) t o b e 8 4 % , w h e r e a s
equation (2) predicts a value of 85.7"h. We believe
that our model is the first to incorporate the lactors
ofice content,specificheat ofdry tiisue.temperature,
and elapsed time into a unified simple model.
Model assumptions and appraisal

The validity of our model is dependent upon
certain underlying assumptions. It assumesa somewhat uniform distribution of ice within the body of
100
20
40
60
80
the organism with no rigid compartmentation and
Time(arbitrary
units)
that all solutesinitially presentare osmoticallyacrive
throughout the freezing episode. Also, although it
does not demand that the body of the freezrng
organism be entirely isothermal, our model does
assume that any existing thermal gradients are uni-0.5
form or modest enough that a single measurementof
o
t
core body temperature will accurately reflect the
(o
temperature at the ice-solute interlace. Heart beat
o
(and perhapscirculation) in freezingvertebratestends
CL
E
to persistthroughout most or all ol the period of ice
o
formation (Lotshaw, 1977; Costanzo and Claussen,
lt
-l 200 mOBm
unpublished
data; Layne, personal communication;
o
@
+ 300 mosm
but see Storey, 1985),and this may help to reduce
+ 600mosm
compartmentation.However. ice nucleation within
-z.J
an organism is heterogenousand the rate ol crystal
growth is influenced by viscosity and other lactors
0
2
0
4
0
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0
8
0
o/o Frozen
(MacKenzie, 1977)not incorporatedinto our model.
Fig. 6. The effectsof osmotic concentration on the freezing Also, the thermal gradientsexistingwithin a freezing
animal can actually be quite complex (seeRubinsky
responsesof ectotherms. ?".was set at - 1.4'C, whereas I,
and Cravalho, 1984).This complexity, however, is
was set at 1.0'C below the computed FP"o for each osmoric
concentration. However. I and I, affect neither the curve
greatly exaggeratedby the very rapid cooling rates
o f p o s t - e x o t h e r mi c e f o r m a t i o n ( B ) n o r t h e r e l a t i o n s h i p (e.g. 8'Cimin) used in rhis lauer study. At rhe relabetween body temperature and ice content (C).
tively low cooling rates characteristic of freezing
under natural conditions.the thermal gradient probdata). An animal well-insulatedby surrounding soil, lem is probably not severe(Costanzoand Claussen,
dead leaves,etc. will cool slower (this lactor is already I 990).
incorporated into the model as it affectscooling rate);
Our model seems to work well for moderate to
however,in addition,this insulativematerialwill tend large sized ectotherms, in which the rebound temto retain more of the heat ol fusion generated by ice perature (?n) is only slightly lower than the equiformation and will thus modily the microenviron- librium freezingpoint (FP.o). This. however,doesnot
ment of the freezingorganism and hence the cooling seemto be the casefor many small arthropods (see
capacity of the "system". This factor will reducethe Salt, 1964) which supercool to far below zero and
rate of new ice formation needed to counteract the subsequentlyreboundonly a few degrees.
This apparcooling capacity.The relationship,however,is quite ent departure from the predictionsol our model is
complex. We have not attempted to incorporate all likely due, at least in part, to methodology. Cryoaspectsof this problem into our model, but we have biologistsworking with very small arthropods typitaken a preliminary look at modification of micro- cally monitor temperature at the surface of the
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organism, rather than attempting to measurecore
temperature.During cooling prior to freezing,body
temperature will very closely track surlace temperature, so this method provides a perfectly acceptable
measureof the rate of cooling and of Q. However,
upon nucleation, a sharp gradient betweensurface
temperature and core temperature will be established
due to the internal generation of heat of lusion. A
surface temperature probe (which is necessarilyalso
exposed to the cooling environment) can detect this
heat, but will probably not give an accuratereflection
of the thermal changes occurring within the body of
the organism.This is especiallylikely becauseof the
very low temperatures resulting lrom the extreme
supercooling and becauseol the very small sizeof the
organisms and, hence, the transient nature of these
thermal changes.Further work is neededto separate
the effects of methodology from possible departures
from model predictions.
The basic model also assumes that the total
amount of solute within an organism remainsconstant throughout the lreezing time course.This is not
necessarily the case. Freezing wood frogs, for example, synthesizesubstantial amounts of glucose
after the initiation of freezing (Storey and Storey,
1988).The model could easily be modified to incorporate thesechangesif the rate of synthesiswere known.
This would provide some interesting insights into the
kinetics of ice accumulation.
Among the most powerful featuresof our model is
its ability to predict ice content at any time during the
lreezing processwithout interrupting the experiment
in progress. Implementation of the model requires
a precise determination of .FP"o(which can perhaps
be best accomplished via osmometry of plasma or
haemolymph) and of body temperature, ?'* [equations (2) and (3)l during freezing. If possible, ?n,
should be accuratelymeasuredto the nearest0.01"C.
A substantialerror in measuringosmotic concentration (and thus in estimating FP.o) or in measuring I^
will introduce a large percentage error in the estimation of the initial ice surge,but lortunately,such
errors are not accumulative, but rather become
progressively less significant at higher ice contents
(Table l). It is important, however, whenever
possible. to check model estimates with empirical
estimatesof ice content at the termination of an
experiment(e.g. using the method of Lee and Lewis,
Table l. The sensitivity of the model to an error (indicated by an
asterisk) in detemination of equilibnum freezing point' FP-,
through measurement of osmotic concentration or tn measunng
body temperature, 7'.. Model estimates for body ice content are
presented for the onset of ice nucleation (case l) and for the
attainment of equilibrium body temperature (case2). Correct values:
final
:'.
(= r,) : -0 60 C.
T,
initial
FP"" = -0.52 C.

( = r " ) = - 1 . 6 0c

Measured
osmotic
conc. (mOsm)

C a s eI
280
280
260*
Casel
280
280
260'

Estimated ice
content(96)

Estimated
fP"q ( C)

Measured
I.

- 0.52
-0.5:
-0..18*

- 0.60
-0.65i
-0.60

13.3
20.0
20.0

-0.5t
-0.51
-0..18r

- L60
- 1.65r
- L60

67.5
68.5
70.0

Error
(%)

5L 5
5l.5

i,
). t

1985).Such empirical estimatesare, of course,also
subject to measurementerror.
Any model is, at best, an imperfect reflectionof the
real world. Our model is certainly too simple to fully
accommodate all of the factors associatedwith the
freezing o[ an actual organism, and indeed it rs
not intended as an exact biophysical representation.
We believe, however, that our model provides a
remarkably good first approximation of the freezing
dynamics of intact animals. The generalagreementin
time-course patterns and the close fit of published
data (Fig. 2) support its generalvalidity. The simplicity of the model provides a clearer picture ol freezing
responsesand allows for easy manipulation of the
various parameters. The model can be used, as
we have done to some extent above, to develop
certain predictions about freezing animals. These
can then be empirically tested. Departures from
model predictions may, in some instances,provide
insights into novel biological adaptations for freeze
tolerance.
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